Belief reinforcement: one reason why costs for low back pain have not decreased
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Abstract: Recent figures show that there has been no change in the upward trend of direct and indirect costs for the largely benign symptom of low back pain in Western societies. This is despite greater understanding and the recommendation of a much more conservative and independent approach to its management. Moreover, in recent years, several large-scale education programs that aim to bring knowledge of the public (including general practitioners) more in line with evidence-based best practice were carried out in different countries. The hope was that the information imparted would change beliefs, ie, dysfunctional patient behavior and biomedical practice on the part of clinicians. However, these programs had no influence on behavior or costs in three out of the four countries in which they were implemented. It is argued that one reason for the overall lack of success is that it is extremely difficult to alter the potentially disabling belief among the lay public that low back pain has a structural mechanical cause. An important reason for this is that this belief continues to be regularly reinforced by the conditions of care of a range of “hands-on” providers, for whom idiosyncratic variations of that view are fundamental to their professional existence.
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Introduction

Hardly a week passes without encountering somewhere in the literature an article quoting detailed information on what has become a major health care burden to Western industrialized societies, ie, low back pain. It is of paramount significance that most of the source reviews come to a similar conclusion. Namely, that over the past 25 or so years (since we first became “enlightened”), incidence and prevalence rates have remained relatively constant, while costs, particularly in terms of lost productivity, are outrageous and rising. During this period, several widespread evidence-based programs aimed at educating the lay public have been carried out. Early results for the concerted and expensive campaign conducted in Victoria, Australia, looked encouraging. However, those for Norway, Scotland, and Canada, while appearing to change beliefs, had no impact whatsoever on variables such as health care use, disability behaviors, and time off work.

Specifically, there appears to be an 80% lifetime and 12% point prevalence, with only around 8% of (chronic) cases accounting for some 50% of the total cost. Detailed costs vary from study to study and between countries, but in larger societies such as the US, for example, run into tens of billions of dollars annually. If motor vehicle accident is removed from the list, low back pain ranks as the fifth costliest
of all health care conditions in that country (after ischemic heart disease, acute respiratory infection, the arthropathies, and hypertension).\textsuperscript{4} It is important to make the point that, while health care costs for low back pain are substantial, they are estimated to account for some 15% of the total only. The largest component by far is the so-called indirect costs, loosely termed “loss of productivity”, which are responsible for the remaining 85%\textsuperscript{7,8}

More effective management, along with decreased costs, should have been especially the case with low back pain. Extensive evidence has demonstrated that, contrary to the long-held mechanical view, the overwhelming majority of cases had no “red flag” basis whatsoever (ie, so-called non-specific LBP).\textsuperscript{9} Hence, unique among the aforementioned health care conditions, in the majority of instances, the natural history should be benign, management conservative, results generally satisfactory, and cost now well contained. Why then has such an evidence-based clinical best practice approach had so little worthwhile influence on the latest figures? Despite the revolution in understanding of low back pain, as mentioned above, the incidence, prevalence, disability, and in particular cost percentages appear essentially unchanged or increased.

Thus, education programs notwithstanding, the trend internationally has not altered, even in countries where these have been carried out.\textsuperscript{4} Gross et al\textsuperscript{4} suggest a number of possible factors contributing to this outcome. The following offers a further explanation, the roots which lie not with the in-pain, uninformed/misinformed, disabled, fearful (re activity), anxious (re the prognosis), trusting, and hopeful lay public, but within the reinforcement of erroneous, disabling, costly beliefs and behavior by the conditions of care of health care professionals from whom patients frequently seek treatment.\textsuperscript{10,11}

**The SAB model**

The medical profession previously viewed low back pain as being the result of tissue pathology involving structural, anatomical, and biomechanical factors (SAB model). Hence it was commonly treated surgically or with often lengthy deconditioning pain-dictated rest. Alternative providers, including a subspecialty of the physiotherapy profession, also embraced the SAB model, but favored noninvasive fault correction, and were more concerned with structurally flawed passive (and active) movement than with either pain mechanisms or pathology.\textsuperscript{12–15}

However, because the SAB model was too easily misinterpreted, the legacy has been one of unacceptable failure rates, iatrogenic mishaps, and a blowout in costs.\textsuperscript{2,16} Eventually this demanded a rethink\textsuperscript{1} which more or less coincided with game-changing increases in insight into the mechanisms of pain itself.\textsuperscript{17} Together, this contributed to evolution of the biopsychosocial model of pain.\textsuperscript{18,19} Recommended clinical best practice guidelines for diagnosis and treatment of low back pain appeared worldwide.\textsuperscript{20} For a majority of cases, these guidelines generally favored limited total rest and graduated resumption of everyday activities in spite of minor pain. Invasive treatment should be highly selective and even conservative treatment held to a minimum (in some instances, advice alone was deemed to be sufficient).\textsuperscript{21} All commendably evidence-based, so again, why has there been so little, if any, tangible benefit, particularly with respect to lost productivity?

**Have they been told?**

While the orthodox medical profession in general may have noted the evidence, the uninformed lay public remains largely unaware of this calamitous health care experience and paradigm shift. Or what they have been told is inconsistent with their clinical experience.\textsuperscript{10,11,13} Large-scale public education programs, while evidently of some limited benefit, are difficult to organize and can be very expensive.\textsuperscript{3} Nor is it clear regarding the extent and how lasting any effect of such programs might be.\textsuperscript{4} Although people harbor their own intrinsic fear of invasive treatment, the broader lay public has no convincing reason to abandon the SAB basis for low back pain.\textsuperscript{23,24} With what exactly are they to replace this deeply ingrained consequence of a concerted 20th century public relations program, the lay information service, and personal experience/observation?\textsuperscript{13,24–26} Especially when it is still being regularly reinforced by clinical encounters with a range of hands-on SAB-focused health care providers, who display utter confidence in their method and whose services afford relief from pain.

Although it has long been clear that any positive clinical results for hands-on treatments are for diagnostic and therapeutic reasons other than those originally thought, the lay public has little specific knowledge of or difficulty in accepting this fact,\textsuperscript{27–29} as outlined by Hartman.\textsuperscript{30} The powerful influence that provider beliefs and behaviors have on those of their patients is well recognized, and patient beliefs and behaviors have a direct effect on outcomes.\textsuperscript{27}

It is unclear as to what influence large-scale public education programs might have had on choice of provider for low back pain. It is significant that the analysis by Dagenais et al\textsuperscript{2} found the largest mean cost (17%) for low back pain to be
for physiotherapy. This was equaled only by hospital inpatient services, both trailed by pharmacy and primary medical care at 13%. In the US, an earlier estimate of all back pain patients who consult a chiropractor was 13%.31 The study by Dagenais et al32 estimated that the mean proportion of patients under the care of a medical physician for low back pain was 20% compared with 30% for nonphysicians (physiotherapy, chiropractic and osteopathy, mental health). Evidence such as this indicates that, if the intent to reduce costs is serious, evidence-based professional education must involve not just orthodox clinicians but also alternative providers, specifically dispensers of hands-on therapy.

**Hands-on providers**

“Hands-on” refers to the philosophy and practice of providers whose stock-in-trade is the manual delivery of passive movement to, in this case, the spinal column and its associated structures.10 Hands-on therapy is of course a powerful clinical modality, albeit a nonspecific one.30 What, if any, might be its specific effect(s)?

Research confirms that passive therapeutic movement has no lasting effect on tissue length, position, shape, or content.28 A reassuring (to both practitioner and patient) “click” notwithstanding, pain reduction with thrust or oscillatory passive movement would appear to be mainly for neurological rather than for mechanical reasons.28,32 Does the lay public fully appreciate the fact that, for instance, while some 90% of patients with symptoms of low back pain show radiographic evidence of disc pathology, so do 30%–50% of asymptomatic individuals?33,34 What needs to be emphasized is that even if this were the source of their symptoms, it is not alterable in any therapeutically worthwhile way by hands-on or other noninvasive SAB-based treatment (eg, mechanical traction).35 All stakeholders need to bear in mind that Cochrane review evidence (admittedly less than ideal) currently shows that spinal manipulative therapy is of no or limited benefit for either acute or chronic low back pain.36–38

The current evidence suggests that psychophysically perceived movement impediments are not uniquely significant and, indeed, may often be artefactual.39 It is also worth pointing out that, in more than 100 years, there has been no demonstrable evidence of anything resembling a spinal joint subluxation.13,39 And, even if such a displacement or mechanical impediment to passive movement were shown to be present, what would be its clinical significance? It has always been difficult to accept that some minor, albeit palpable, abnormality of movement (position?) of the spinal joints could have a serious pathological effect on the visceral system,40,41 or that such an abnormality could be critically implicated in the cause of or recovery from chronic disabling low back pain.13

Nevertheless, as acknowledged, “something” can often be felt by clinicians as being different from the opposite side as the “norm”. This diagnostic hands-on perception has misled dedicated professionals, and hence the gullible lay public, for decades.13,25,42 Simplistic idiosyncratic arcane philosophies with complex therapeutic rituals evolved35–47 based around this feeling and the fact that when manually perturbed (by hands-on therapy), both the mechanical “flaw” and the patients’ symptoms frequently improve.

Thus, it is apparent that, in the absence of science, professional endorsement has come largely from a complex and notoriously unreliable source, ie, patient-reported improvement and provider enthusiasm. Possible reasons why ineffective treatments seem to work have recently been discussed by Hartman.10 Nonspecific factors that may positively influence patient responses to any treatment are well known,48,49 and hands-on therapy is recognized as having substantial nonspecific powers.30,50 These will not be discussed, other than to say that they are likely to be significant with treatments that are readily acceptable to the nonmedical person, especially if heavily sold to them.5,13,25,51,52

**“What does manipulation do?” revisited**

There is now convincing evidence for the long-proposed activation of inbuilt inhibitory pain system(s), and as a result pain relief using oscillatory passive movement/mobilization.28,33,54

Mechanisms-based investigations into the activation of endogenous pain inhibitory systems with oscillatory passive movement and/or mechanical stimulation started in the 1980s.55 Since then, numerous studies have been conducted involving animals, patients, asymptomatic subjects, a variety of musculoskeletal pain conditions, and several different outcome variables.56–60 as reviewed by Bialosky et al.28 These studies have identified central nervous system pathways that are engaged along with likely inhibitory neurotransmitters and their receptors. Further inhibitory models that appear consistent with an empirically determined clinical process and its known consequences have yet to be investigated.61

Far from being disappointing, the known mechanical-stimulus pain inhibitory mechanism, and perhaps other physiological effects of passive movement, should be endorsed as good news for a hopefully better informed
lay public. In this regard, it is tempting to propose that controlled passive oscillatory movement could have some therapeutic effect on the fluid environment of pathological tissue. That is, because it has long been suggested for some forms of massage,63 expertly selected and delivered passive movement helps to facilitate the passage of hypoxic blood/plasma and lymph, along with its chemical pain-producing metabolites in the localized environment.63 Also yet to be researched is the proposal that graduated mechanical oscillatory perturbation of damaged tissue may have some direct beneficial influence on tissue repair.64 Along with psychophysical perceptions of passive movement impedance (“stiffness”), these are all areas that are in urgent need of investigation.

In any event, patients should be encouraged to welcome the fact that their nonspecific pain problem is not SAB-based. If this were the case, the pain would not be modifiable in any clinically relevant way using existing hands-on treatment, and patients generally do not relish the idea of invasive procedures. Beginning with the hands-on provider, this point needs to be driven home by any means available in educational programs funded by the public or otherwise in the future.65,66 The provider is also obliged to be familiar with and pass on to patients in lay language terms likely mechanisms for the (“non-red flag”) low back pain their treatment is endeavouring to inhibit.

“Non-red flag” back pain

What might be the mechanism(s) for episodes of the very real “non-red flag” low back pain, which is often severe but generally self-limiting, that most of us have felt at some time? Well, to begin with, it should be pointed out that mechanical pain does not exist as a discrete clinical entity,67 and that there is only mechanically evoked or exacerbated pain. All clinically relevant pain is specific in that, at least initially, it has a biochemical basis.

Acute strain would result in initial short-lived protective nociception, but with sufficient soft tissue damage this is followed by chemically mediated inflammatory pain which is likely to increase in intensity, with symptoms of aching and throbbing over the next 12–24 hours.68 During this time, naturally high-threshold peripheral nociceptive terminals sensitize to low intensity external mechanical and thermal stimuli, ie, gravity, posture, movement, and ambient temperature. This is enhanced by raised local temperature, pulsating blood vessels, lowered pH, and additional chemicals being released internally.69 It may be difficult to identify precisely where this occurs acutely with low back pain and which innervated peripheral tissues are implicated in any specific episode. This would be influenced by force-related variables and could involve any or many of these variables. Particular symptom patterns, tissue imaging, and sensory blockade tests have been reported to help in the identification of such variables.70

Next is the issue of clinically relevant nontraumatic and “non-red flag” low back pain, as opposed to the aching brought on by routine physical activity which is mostly resolved by the following day. This pain does not include a history of acute strain or tissue damage, but instead manifests as a result of everyday stimulation and more or less spontaneously.71 The main culprit would appear to be periodic “leak” of material from the nucleus pulposus for various reasons, along with leak of pain-inducing chemicals into innervated areas of the intrinsically vulnerable human intervertebral disc.72,73 At some further point, continuing internal disc deterioration, vertebral end plate rupture, and vascular ingrowth provide a further additional chemical pathway for the onset of episodes of pain.74 The current view is that, for some decades into life, the disc is the major culprit for episodes of low back pain (including certain “red flag” types). While still retaining its potential to produce pain, later on in life the disc becomes desiccated and stiffened, and can be less troublesome in this regard.

Deterioration caused by weight-bearing and everyday activity, ie, osteoarthritis of the facet joints, may result in these joints becoming a significant source of the chemically induced pain flareups characteristic of this disease.74,75 Either source can be temporarily quite disabling, but most episodes generally have a good prognosis when managed with limited rest, analgesic and/or anti-inflammatory medication, physiotherapy assistance, “getting moving” where necessary, and graduated resumption of everyday activities despite minor pain. All of this is predicated by evidence-based information and explanation.

Could sustained/repeated “abnormal” posture and/or movement aggravate or initiate the situation? Certainly. While it is now acknowledged that far too much importance had been attributed to SAB factors in the past,76,77 as McGill78 points out, flawed movements can create symptom-aggravating “stress concentrations” (sic). It is necessary to emphasize that the important place of biomechanics in aggravation of low back pain cannot be dismissed. With gradual onset of osteoarthritis of the lumbar facet joints, pain evoked or enhanced by posture/movement probably involves a buildup of pain chemicals, as well as hypoxia and lowering of the intra-articular pH.74,75 There may be temporal summation of sensory input at the
spinal cord level involving not only neurones but also glial cells (mainly astrocytes in cases of inflammatory pain, but perhaps microglia as well) that is passed on to the brain.\textsuperscript{76} Expert assessment and active reduction of posture/movement “stress pockets” could have duel therapeutic neurological consequences. One is removal of the mechanical stimulus adding to the chemically mediated pain, and another is alteration of the pattern of pain and pain-related afferent sensory input to supraspinal centers. The latter is proposed to be implicated in associative learning and memory for chronic low back pain along with its extinction.\textsuperscript{79–81}

What to do?

Patients with non-red flag symptoms are in pain, want a diagnosis, and want the appropriate pain-relieving (curative?) treatment. What they need of course is an informed explanation for their symptoms. Ideally, they should also receive an informed realistic explanation as to what they are likely to experience over time. They need to know that, while there may well be other reasons, there is no SAB basis for them to expect otherwise. Above all, if the hands-on approach is to be used (and this can be a valuable precursor to their “getting moving”) they need to be given an evidence-based explanation as to its therapeutic mechanism.

In every conceivable way, the inadequate diagnosis of nonspecific pain and its implications, including reassurance, means nothing to patients, and indeed could potentially be harmful without validation.\textsuperscript{82} The patients are quite correct in wanting a biological explanation for their pain. The pain is real, in that patients can feel it, despite what often cannot be found.\textsuperscript{83} It is reasonable to expect that appropriately managed pain, will steadily decrease in most instances. However, should it linger for pathological and/or premorbid psychosocial reasons, it is incumbent on the clinician to provide a reasonable explanation along with appropriate and multidisciplinary management where possible. Failure to do so may lead patients to one or both of two conclusions, ie, that the practitioner is incompetent (try elsewhere) or that they may be harboring some hidden sinister pathology that requires urgent investigation. Increasing disappointment with regard to both these generally incorrect premises can lead to mounting anxiety, anger, a sense of hopelessness and helplessness, and depression, leading to the onset or gross magnification of seriously complicating and chronicity-inducing “yellow flags”.\textsuperscript{84} These include increasing fear, catastrophizing, hypervigilance, and, above all, an irrational retreat from physical activity.\textsuperscript{85–87} This process shatters what otherwise might have been a good prognosis, compounds management difficulties, increases disability, and delays or prevents recovery, with costly loss of productivity.\textsuperscript{82,88,89}

Conclusion

Given the advances in our understanding of low back pain that began back in the 1980s, failure to observe any worthwhile decrease in the figures for non-red flag low back pain is of considerable concern. While the direct (medical) costs of low back pain seem somewhat excessive, the major issue here is the enormous cost to society and individuals arising from loss of productivity. This includes absenteeism (sick leave, time off work), decreased productivity while at work (presenteeism), cost to the employer of hiring a replacement, compensation (claims paid), loss of earnings, utilization of public health services, litigation, and early retirement on a disability pension.\textsuperscript{2}

It is proposed that a major reason for prolonged time away from fully productive work/home duties is that patients with or without significant pain believe or suspect that they harbor a structural defect of the spinal column that carries inherent danger.\textsuperscript{90,91} Herein lies the basis for irrational withdrawal from all but essential everyday physical activity and its costly consequences.\textsuperscript{24,25,88–92,98} Inadvertently or otherwise, the belief and its consequences continue to be reinforced on a daily basis, particularly by hands-on providers of care.\textsuperscript{25}

If, as is claimed, large-scale, expensive education programs purport to target widely held misconceptions about back pain,\textsuperscript{4,22} they are not sufficiently explicit. Probably one of the most widely held beliefs, and a disabling one for the lay public, is that back pain is a sign that some spinal structure has become abnormally positioned,\textsuperscript{25} and that unless corrected, the spinal column will become biomechanically unsound and unable to withstand everyday forces. Symptoms are attributed to the resulting abnormal distribution of physical stresses (ie, mechanical pain due to “displaced” joints and muscles), but can also be potentially destructive in origin (eg, a “pinched” nerve), all of which may be tinged with the nagging fear of latent danger, ie, compromise of the spinal cord.\textsuperscript{99}

The critical issue with this belief is its corollary, ie, that it is possible for the symptomatic “out of place” structure to be restored to its original position by noninvasive hands-on therapy,\textsuperscript{13,25} that pain will steadily decrease, and everyday activities may be safely resumed. The latter turns out to be “best practice”, although for quite the wrong reasons. However, a word of caution: all upright humans harbor this intrinsic structural weakness, and the problem can recur. What initially enthusiastic insurers (and other payers) did not allow for was the lifetime of adjustment and other position-related
treatments for the all too regularly backsliding structural flaw, and with this, continuous reinforcement of the erroneous belief. It is important to note that these (mainly thrust) maneuvers are used virtually routinely by at least some providers despite recent unfavorable research demonstrating their lack of clinical specificity and efficacy, as mentioned earlier. This has led to the search for so-called clinical prediction rules, ie, the best (contra)indicators. Unfortunately, an up-to-date review found that the current evidence for hands-on therapy in patients with low back pain “… does not enable confident direct clinical application of any of the identified clinical prediction rules.” Clearly, there is a need for further methodologically rigorous research.

If the assumed significant cost benefits of evidence-based public education programs along with clinical best practice by orthodox medical practitioners are to have any chance of materializing, then these initiatives need to be supported by the clinical experience of patients. There is compelling evidence that this clinical experience is in fact undermined by what actually occurs in practice as a result of fear-avoidant provider attitudes and advice, along with SAB-based treatment. This issue has been discussed in detail by Darlow et al. Recent studies, such as that by Deakin and Richardson, highlight the situation with respect to management of low back pain by physiotherapists. In spite of their modern science-based biopsychosocial training, physiotherapists in this seminal study reasoned and practiced completely in accordance with SAB-based principles (commonly referred to as the biomedical model for low back pain). The best tact or “sin of omission” belief reinforcement. Similarly revealing is a recent paper by Ebral (himself from the camp of true believers) that criticizes colleagues who profess to reject the subluxation concept while at the same time continuing to imply its existence and significance with patients for financial gain.

There are probably several understandable reasons why clinicians do not always follow clinical best practice guidelines. With hands-on providers, it is simply because these guidelines are fundamentally incompatible with their professional raison d'être. How hands-on clinicians might go about conveying current evidence-based messages to their patients while retaining at least the core of their clinical methods is for them to decide. However, the time to decide has definitely arrived. An example of a simple narrative, based on what has been discussed, could go something like the following:

“Yes, my examination confirms that this particular area of your spine is not moving as it should. The reason it is prevented from doing so is the presence of pain – that is a part of pain’s job, and we have already discussed the likely chemical basis for your pain.”

“Because you are unable to move about normally, to get you started I am going to use my hands to help your back to move properly. We are greatly assisted in this regard by the fact that when skilfully applied the treatment I use directly inhibits pain.”

“Pain inhibition is also useful when your own muscles begin to take over the work. As things improve you will no longer need it. Nevertheless, I will continue to serve as your active movement guide, and general adviser, for as long as is necessary.”
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